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MeinJob.ro is the only online platform in Romania dedicated exclusively to 
German speakers who are looking for a job. The Gutenberg Organization - the 
only German-speaking student organization in the entire country brings to the 
market a unique initiative for the target group that it represents, as well as for 
the economic environment/ companies interested in hiring German speakers. 
Gutenberg aims to create a German-speaking community at a national level with 
the help of this portal, a community for those who are seeking employment.

WHAT IS MEINJOB.RO?
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WHO IS BEHIND THE INITIATIVE?

The Gutenberg Organization is the only German-speaking student organization in 
Romania. Today, after 7 years of activity, we present you with the following numbers:

63 projects organized in 7 and a half years, out of which 24 locally // 29 
nationally // 9 internationally

960+ high school students, who speak German benefited from 
participating in Gutenberg camps

14500+  teenagers who interacted with the organization  
throughout our activity 

22+ cities from Romania  visited in during the Gutenberg Caravan

25+ Romanian German teaching high schools
11000 printed copies of the Gutenberg Magazine
45+ partnerships with institutions both from and outside of Romania

11 independent initiatives in 10 cities from Romania within the 
Gutenberg brand
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STUDENT ORGANIZATION



WHAT MAKES US SPECIAL?
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+ The access to and communication with German speaking students from high 
schools and universities in Romania; we wish to further develop this platform, 
to familiarize the students with this facility and to increase the number of 
young people interested in applying for a job or an internship in German.
+ Gutenberg Magazine, online and printed annually in a minimum 3000 copies, 
delivered inside, as well as outside of the country
+ MeinJob Magazine - online and printed biannully, with local editions in the 
most active German university centers 
+ Close relations, acquired through partnerships with German speaking entities
+ Development at a national level through the Gutenberg Network. This is 
accomplished through the funding of projects initiated by smaller project teams 
at a local scale (for the year of 2017 over 11 initiatives).



FACILITIES AND BENEFITS

Presentation of the company  - Your business is going to benefit from a 
presentation on the portal. In this presentation there may appear texts, pictures, 
links to websites or to social networks.
Posting of jobs / internships / others - Your company may propose any type of 
activity that might be of interest to German speakers.
Posting on Facebook - Alongside the posts on MeinJob, each available position 
will be posted on the Facebook page of the portal.
Appearence in the MeinJob Magazine - The presentation of the company and 
its job vacancies in a career magazine that is printed biannually and distributed 
in German speaking university centers.
Partnership activities - Creating career events together with partners 
(workshops, presentations etc.)
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We consider this offer an investment in a lasting partnership with your company. 
We offer basic services like posting the company’s description and its job and 
internship offers, as well as premium services for optimizing the visibility of 
the company and the available opportunities.
Our recommendation would be that you choose a deal that includes the 
online component as well as the printed one. For the website we recommend 
choosing a deal that guarantees the possibility of posting job offers on 
an average or long period of time.
 

-Publishing of jobs, according to the chosen package, 
depending on the requirements
-The jobs can be regular (standard posts) or featured (posts 
with increased visibility) and have an availability of 30 days
-All the job offers will be posted on Facebook, Linked-In and on 
Xing.

MEINJOB PROPOSAL

MEINJOB.RO PROPOSAL

    Regular Posts        Featured Posts   Price    

3
4
7
14
1
0

0
1
3
6
0
1

230 €
390 €
700 €
1200 €
80 €
100 €

138 €
234 €
420 €
720 €

-
-

Price for Gutenberg
partners

The companies that establish a partnership until the 1st of Octomber 2017, 
benefit from a 50% discount to the displayed prices.
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MEINJOB MAGAZINE PROPOSAL

-Publishing of a full-page model of the company, together with a maximum of 
3 available jobs.
-The magazine is going to be published biannually in the biggest German 
speaking student cities from Romania.
-MeinJob Magazine will be handed out to German speaking students and at 
German-speaking events and institutions.

City Number of 
copies One single Job*

Cluj-Napoca
București
Timișoara

700
700
500

100 €
100 €
100 €

400 €
400 €
300 €

Spread
1Job Page & 1 Layout Page* 

It does not include a job posts package on the website. 
You have to purchase one.

* The price is only for one issue of the MeinJob Magazin.
** For the anual Gutenberg partners, the job posts are free.



OANA LASLĂU
PROJECT MANAGER

 +4 0743 097 947
OFFICE@MEINJOB.RO

POWERED BY GUTENBERG
 THE GERMAN-SPEAKING STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION


